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Fast Scan Cyclic Voltammetry (FSCV) at high aspect ratio carbon microelectrodes shows adequate high temporal and spatial
resolution for in vivo analysis of catecholamines. Though the presence of their surface heterogeneities has been recognized since
their earliest introduction for in vivo measurements in the brain, the kinetic consequences on the measurements have not been
investigated and FSCV measurements are treated based on pre- and post-calibrations. We establish here that surface heterogeneities
play a consequent dynamic role on the oxidation of dopamine taken as an example of catecholamines. Hence, the FSCV current
peak intensities do not scale with the scan rate v or its square root. This is rationalized with a simple model involving a co-existence
of at least two types of surface nanodomains with different electrochemical reactivities and different time responses. At low scan
rates (<100 V s−1) dopamine molecules that initially adsorbed onto non-electroactive nanodomains have enough time to migrate
toward highly electroactive ones so all molecules initially adsorbed on the whole electrode surface may be oxidized during one
FSCV cycle. Current peak intensities then increase proportionally to the scan rate. However, above 100 V s−1, dopamine migration
between sites starts to be kinetically limited so that FSCV current peak intensities do not increase any more proportionally to the
scan rate. Ultimately, i.e., above 1000 V s−1, the dopamine exchange between sites is almost totally blocked so only dopamine
molecules initially adsorbed on the electroactive surface nanodomains may be oxidized; the current peak intensities then increase
again proportionally with the scan rate though with a smaller slope than that observed at small scan rates. Since carbon fibers with
large aspect ratios are frequently used in brain investigations, this effect should be a concern when extracting quantitative results
even when each carbon fiber response is properly pre- or post-calibrated using the exact CV waveform and scan rate used during the
in vivo measurements.
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Release and modulation of neurotransmitters fluxes and concentra-
tions are essential in complex organisms since they regulate many key
functions by transferring information between cells such as neurons
in the brain, neurons and muscle cells as well as through stimulating
specific actions in endocrine-related systems. Albeit their unique and
ubiquitous functions are well recognized today, the very existence and
identification of neurotransmitters has long been a matter of debate up
to the end of the second third of the past century,1–3 and still needs to be
better understood. This explains why characterizing fluxes and nature
of neurotransmitters release is still stimulating a quest for analytical
methods sufficiently accurate, specific and sensitive to investigate dy-
namic effluxes and flows of neurotransmitters in vivo (e.g., within a
living brain)4–6 or ex vivo (e.g., at the single endocrine cell level,7–9 or
intrasynaptically10–12) with an adequate temporal resolution. In this re-
spect, electrochemical oxidation of neurotransmitters at carbon-based
micro- and nanoelectrodes has established itself as the method of
choice. This obviously stems from their excellent properties in terms
of analyte specific and sensitive responses and sub-millisecond time
resolution but also from their cheap, easy and versatile manufactur-
ing. For example, carbon-disks made through exposing cross-sections
of sealed carbon fibers have been used to monitor catecholamines
transient release episodes in brain13–16 and then adapted to charac-
terize single vesicular exocytotic events at single cells levels through
the “artificial synapse” strategy.7–12 Furthermore, carbon-disk micro-
electrodes responses to catecholamines oxidation have been exten-
sively characterized under steady state conditions or through transient
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voltammetry over a wide range of voltammetric scan rates and proved
superior to metallic ones.17,18

Carbon-based electrodes have important molecular surface prop-
erties that are essential for time-resolved monitoring of catecholamine
release and concentration modulation in the brain by fast-scan cyclic
voltammetry (FSCV)13 or short-pulse chronoamperometry.14,15 In-
deed, in the corresponding short time ranges of interest, the voltam-
metric waves remain overall bielectronic19 and controlled by adsorp-
tion (Langmuir isotherm) without significant interference of mass
transport.18 This is essential to afford current peak intensities that
are proportional to the scan rate v rather than to v1/2 as would oc-
cur for diffusion controlled oxidation waves. Finally, carbon-disks
obtained through cross-section of etched carbon fibers behave as
if their surfaces were homogeneously electroactive with respect
to catechols and quinones electrochemistry as confirmed through
chronoamperometry.20

However, this does not seem to be easily generalizable to other
types of carbon microelectrodes achieved by different procedures.21,22

In particular, it is noted that in many recent investigations aimed
to monitor quantitatively catecholamine dynamic concentrations by
FSCV in living brains, one relies more frequently onto cylindrical23–26

or pseudo-cylindrical/conical27 carbon fibers electrodes whose ex-
posed shafts lengths greatly exceed their diameters (e.g., typically
from 50 μm to one — or, possibly, a few — hundred microme-
ters unsealed shafts vs. 5–7 μm radii). Such high-aspect ratios are
generally favored since they allow overcoming the micrometric-scale
heterogeneity of synapses distributions in brain areas of interest.23

However, in contrast with the near-homogeneity of electroactive
properties of their cross-sections,17,18 carbon fiber shafts are known
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from their earliest use to display finely interwoven surface states with
different electrochemical properties.28,29 Though usually dismissed
during quantitative determination of catecholamines concentrations
and fluxes by FSCV, such surface heterogeneities have certainly high
analytical consequences due to differences in adsorption characteris-
tics and interfacial electron transfer rate constants.30 Indeed, electron
transfer rates31–35 as well as kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of
catecholamines adsorption are expected to drastically depend on the
exact molecular and electronic states of carbon surfaces.

Hence, quantitative analyses of the responses of cylindrical elec-
trodes used in FSCV require pre- and post-calibrations in order to
deduce instant neurotransmitters concentrations from current peak in-
tensities measured from background subtracted voltammograms in
the living brain.36 However, the validity of such calibrations implic-
itly assumes that the biological sites releasing the neurotransmitters
are uniformly distributed within the probed tissue area as occurs in
the calibrating solutions, which is generally not the case.37 In other
words, this amounts to consider that all the electroactive surface
areas distributed along the electrode shaft are accessible in identi-
cal ways during the in vivo measurement and during the pre- or
post-calibrations. Would that be not the case, the values of the pre-
and post-calibrated factors determined in solution for a specified scan
rate may not apply when the electrode is placed in the brain. Indeed,
diffusion of neurotransmitters between the release locations in the
tissue and the adsorption sites at the electrode14,15 as well as between
non-electroactive and electroactive sites distributed along the elec-
trode shaft necessarily involve two additional time-scales that are
absent during the calibrations.

Owing to the importance of cylindrical or pseudo-cylindrical/
conical carbon fibers electrodes for neurobiological investigations by
FSCV we decided to examine if their surface electrochemical char-
acteristics could kinetically impact the outcome of FSCV measure-
ments. For this purpose, we decided to resort to the use of commercial
conical carbon fiber electrodes in order to reduce variabilities re-
lated to in-house hand-made ones. Owing to its importance in brain
studies, dopamine oxidation was chosen as a typical catecholamine
substrate. Electrochemical waves were obtained and quantitatively an-
alyzed based on fast scan cyclic voltammograms after classical back-
ground subtraction.38 This evidenced non-monotonous variations of
current peaks intensities with the scan rate. Similarly, the descending
branches of CV did not followed the anticipated characteristic ad-
sorptive behavior39 as occurs at carbon disks microelectrodes.17,18

These unexpected observations could not be explained through a
competitive involvement of solution diffusion or electron-hopping
in adsorbed films. Conversely, they could be qualitatively rationalized
through considering that dopamine adsorbs onto electroactive and
non-electroactive nanodomains interwoven over the electrode surface.

Experimental

Materials and reagents.—Dopamine and components of the buffer
solution (NaCl, Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and used as received. Ultrapure water
(18 M�, a Milli-Q A+ water purification system, Millipore, Bed-
ford, MA, USA) was used throughout the work. Stock solutions of
dopamine were daily prepared in a 20 mM phosphate buffer solution
(PBS, pH 7.4) containing 0.15 M NaCl and protected from light. This
work was primarily aimed at kinetic studies. For this reason we used
rather large concentrations (30 μM) of dopamine in order to reduce
any errors associated with the measurement of faradaic current in-
tensities by minimizing the relative contribution of the background
currents. However, since the oxidation processes investigated are by
definition concentration independent,19 this has no consequence on
the kinetic results presented hereafter.

Electrochemical measurements.—Fast scan cyclic voltammo-
grams (FSCV) were recorded in a three-electrode glass cell (10 mL
working volume) placed inside a Faraday cage and connected
to an AUTOLAB PGSTAT 302N potentiostat equipped with an

Figure 1. (a) SEM photograph of the Carbostar commercial conical carbon-
fiber electrodes similar to those used in this study according to the manufac-
turer; (b-e) Close views of four different conical tips as adapted from pictures
displayed by Denes Budai/Kation Scientific Company on its web site and
reproduced with permission (see also Reference 27).

ultra-fast sampling module and an impedance module (EcoChemie
B.V., Utrecht, the Netherlands) and NOVA 1.10 software.

A pseudo reference electrode consisting of a 1.5 mm diameter
AgCl-covered Ag wire (70 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in 3M KCl) and a plat-
inum wire counter electrode were used. The working electrodes con-
sisted of a series of commercial conical carbon Carbostar microelec-
trodes. According to the Kation Scientific Company specifications,27

their electrochemically active surface consists of 7 μm diameter poly-
acrynitrile (PAN)-type graphite monofilament etched into a conical
form and sealed in borosilicate glass (see Figure 1a). PAN-type car-
bon fibers contain carbon atom sheets that are haphazardly folded, or
crumpled. That provides the carbon fibers with a high tensile strength
perfectly suited to allow their tip to be etched into conical shapes
ideal for penetrating in a living tissue without significant damage.
However, this necessarily leads to morphological inhomogeneities of
the exposed conical carbon surfaces as is apparent in the SEM micro-
graphs in Figures 1b–1e. Voltammetric measurements obtained from
each Carbostar electrode were duplicated or triplicated in order to
ensure their reproducibility. Preliminary voltammetric investigations
were performed with one type of Carbostar commercial conical car-
bon microelectrode noted CCF0 (Kation scientific, USA), while the
extended quantitative analyses were performed using a set of 4 simi-
lar Carbostar ones noted CCF1-4 (26 ± 4 μm exposed length, 7 μm
diameter, E1011) from a single batch ordered from the same company
(Kation scientific, USA) in order to allow a quantitative comparison
of their behavior and assess experimental variabilities within a related
batch of CCF microelectrodes.

The solution ohmic resistance was determined by two ways: (i)
through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at 100 kHz, thus
providing a value of 27 ± 2 k� upon assuming a simple RC equivalent
circuit, or (ii) theoretically, based on the initial slope of the capacitive
currents.40 The theoretical method indicated that resistances were ca.
2.5 times larger than the one deduced based on simple RC analyses,
a fact that we consider to stem from the non-constant value of the
capacitance along one CV (see below Figure 2) as well as from the
presence of heterogeneities in the distribution of electroactive domains
on the electrode surface.41,42

Results

Figure 2 shows a series of typical voltammograms recorded over
the range of scan rates explored in this study at the Carbostar conical
carbon fiber CCF0 microelectrode in PBS at pH 7.4 without or with
30 μM dopamine added. Qualitatively identical results were obtained
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Figure 2. Representative series of voltammograms recorded in PBS, pH 7.4, over the range of scan rates of interest at the CCF0 Carbostar conical carbon fiber
electrode used in this study without (black CV traces) or with 30 μM dopamine added (red CV traces). Potentials are referred to a Ag/AgCl pseudo reference
electrode.

at CCF1-4 electrodes. In all cases, the voltammograms were back-
ground subtracted following the standard procedure introduced by
Wightman and coll.38 to enhance the Faradic currents components
(Figure 3).

Figure 4 discloses the scan rate dependence of the peak potential
values for the forward and backward background-corrected waves
before or after compensation of their ohmic drop shifts based on the
following approximate correction:

E p
i R−corr (v) = E p

back−corr (v) − i p
tot (v) R [1]

where R is the ohmic resistance determined from the initial slope
of the background currents at v = 5 kV.s−1,40 viz., R = 72 k�;
E p

back−corr(v) is the oxidation or reduction peak potential measured
at a given scan rate v from background-subtracted CVs; i p

tot(v)
is the maximum current intensity of the CV wave measured at
the same scan rate before background subtraction. Note that R
was found to be ca. 2.5 higher than the value (27 ± 2 k�) de-
termined by impedance upon assuming a simple RC equivalent
circuit.

Figure 5a displays the variations with the scan rate of the
background-corrected peak current intensities, i p

corr(v), of the forward
voltammetric waves for conical electrodes CCF1-4.

Discussion

Analysis of the results.—All the following quantitative analyses
were performed using background-corrected data generated at coni-
cal microelectrodes CCF1-4 (CCF0 electrode yielded background and
faradaic currents that were ca. twice those from the batch CCF1-4 so
they were discarded from the following quantitative analyses). First
of all we must insist on the fact that although we resorted to the

usual arithmetic subtraction method38 for background correction of
the voltammograms in order to enhance Faradic contributions, Savéant
et al.40 established that this method is not theoretically correct because
it does not take into account the coupling between Faradic and capac-
itive components that occurs as soon as the Faradic current develops.
However, we applied the usual subtraction method38 because (i) we
wished to perform this study in line with the framework of usual
practice of FSCV, and (ii) because the method proposed by Savéant
and coll.40 can be applied with accuracy only when the capacitance is
nearly independent of the potential, which is certainly not the case as
evidenced by the background CVs (Figure 2). Nonetheless, since the
current intensities of the subtracted CVs relative to the background
ones do not vary excessively (i.e., at most by a factor ca. 2 over the
range of scan rates investigated here, Figure 2), the bias introduced
by the arithmetic background correction has to remain more or less
constant over the whole series of CVs. In other words, even if the
following analyses certainly have theoretical weaknesses in an ab-
solute electrochemical sense, they are fully coherent with the usual
practice in using FSCV for investigating dynamic fluctuations of cat-
echolamines concentrations in the living brain. Nonetheless, these
intrinsic limitations prevented developing and testing a more com-
prehensive quantitative kinetic analysis of the data than that given
here.

Based on the square-scheme redox mechanism dominated by the
adsorption/desorption processes established at classical carbon fiber
disk electrodes,17–19 one would expect the current peak intensities of
the background corrected CVs, i p

corr(v), to vary linearly with the scan
rate over the range of scan rates considered in this study. However,
the data reported in Figure 5a contradict such expectations. Indeed,
i p
corr(v) varied linearly with the scan rate only in the low range of
v values (viz., v < 100 V.s−1) but progressively drifted away from
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Figure 3. Background-corrected voltammograms as extracted from the typical CV data presented for CCF0 electrode in Figure 2 for 30 μM dopamine in PBS at
pH 7.4. Potentials are referred to a Ag/AgCl pseudo reference electrode.

linearity upon increasing v. It is noted that the slopes of the i p
corr(v)

vs. v variations in the lower v range were extremely similar for all
electrodes (Table I). A linear variation, i.e., i p

corr ∝ v, was recovered
for electrode CCF1 in the upper range of v values (v > 2 kV.s−1)
though the corresponding slope (0.11 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1) was smaller

Figure 4. Variations of the forward (red color: anodic current peak) and back-
ward (blue color: cathodic current peak) peak potential values recorded for
30 μM dopamine in PBS at pH 7.4 at the CCF0 Carbostar conical electrode
used for the voltammetric data shown in Figures 2 and 3. Squares: E p

back−corr(v)
values; circles: E p

i R−corr (v) as obtained from Eq. 1 using R = 72 k� (see text
and Experimental section). Peak potentials values are referred to a Ag/AgCl
pseudo reference electrode.

than that observed in the lower scan rate range (0.28 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1,
Figure 5b and Table I). The drift of i p

corr(v) vs. v variations away from
linearity when v increased above 100 V.s−1 (Figure 5a) could not
result from any artefact due to the treatment of the data. Indeed, they
were fully coherent with the gradual change of the shapes of the CV
waves in Figure 3, from near bell-shaped CVs39 at v = 110 V.s−1 to
shapes reminiscent of diffusional control at larger scan rates.

This surprising behavior cannot be related to any mechanis-
tic change of the redox rate-determining step because the i R-
and background-corrected peak potentials (Figure 4) followed a
monotonous linear variation with log(v) whose mean slope (ca.
165 mV per unit of log(v)) corresponded43,44 to a transfer coefficient
α ∼ 0.36 for the rate-determining 1e-oxidation step of dopamine.19

Would the deviations from the linear i p
corr ∝ v dependence feature a

shift from an adsorption-controlled mechanism at v < 100 V.s−1 to
a control by diffusion42 from the solution one when the scan rate be-
came too rapid vs. the adsorption rate,45–48 the transitions noticeable
in the i p

corr(v) plots would be mirrored in the E p
i R−corr (v) plots.43 This

was not the case experimentally (Figure 4). Moreover, assuming a
local diffusional dependence, viz., that i p

exp(v) ∝ v1/2 over the range
v > 100 V.s−1, afforded an unrealistically large diffusion coefficient
value for dopamine in a PBS solution. Hence, it is safely concluded that
the oxidation process exclusively involved mechanisms occurring in
adsorbed phase as was established at carbon disk microelectrodes.17,18

A second possible hypothesis which could have explained a drift
of i p

corr(v) away from linearity in adsorbed films consisted in as-
suming that at high scan rates the oxidation process was limited by
electron-hopping49–55 within a dopamine film (viz., i p

corr(v) → v1/2)
while the whole film could be oxidized at small scan rates (viz.,
i p
corr(v) ∝ v).56–59 This could apparently account for the drift of the

i p
corr(v) functions away from linearity as observed in Figure 5a for
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Figure 5. Variations of the oxidation wave peak current intensity, i p
corr(v), of background-corrected voltammograms as a function of the scan rate for each of the

4 Carbostar conical carbon fiber electrodes (CCF1-CCF4) used in this study. 30 μM dopamine in PBS at pH 7.4. (a) Superimposition of current peak intensities
variations for all CCF electrodes as indicated. (b,c) Individual data for carbon fiber electrode CCF1 plotted using normal coordinates (b) or a log-log representation
(c). (d-f) Variations of the current peak intensities with the scan rate presented in log-log plots for the three other CCF electrodes. The regression lines shown in
black correspond to the linear behaviors, i p

corr ∝ v, observed in the low scan rate range (ca. v < 100 V.s−1; Table I). See text and Table I for the meaning of the
other regression lines shown in (b-f).
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Table I. Values of the slopes of the linear sections of the i p
cor r (v) vs. v variations as determined for each conical carbon fiber electrode CCF1-CCF4

from the log-log plots shown in Figures 5c–5f (see text).

Electrode Slopes (nA.s.V−1)
Low scan rates rangea Intermediate scan rangeb Large scan rates rangec

(ca. v < 100 V.s−1) (ca. 250 < v < 1000 V.s−1) (ca. v > 2000 V.s−1)

CCF1 0.28 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01
CCF2 0.28 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 N/A
CCF3 0.25 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 N/A
CCF4 0.28 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.01 N/A
mean 0.27 0.175 N/A

ashown as the solid black lines in Figures 5b–5f.
bShown as the dashed red lines in Figures 5b–5f.
cShown as the solid blue lines in Figures 5b, 5c.

electrodes CCF2-CCF4 but was in total contradiction with the behav-
iors of the i p

corr(v) functions above ca. 200−300 V.s−1 for all electrodes
(Figures 5c–5f). Hence, this hypothesis was also discarded.

Rationalization of the results.—Let us first focus on electrode
CCF1 since it displayed a distinctive clear-cut behavior (Figures 5b,
5c). Indeed, the log-log plot of i p

corr(v) vs. v data in Figure 5c for
electrode CCF1 evidenced the presence of two asymptotic limits with
unity slopes, viz., i p

corr ∝ v, reached either in the small scan rates range
(ca., v < 100 V.s−1) or the large one (ca., v > 2 kV.s−1), being con-
nected by a transition at intermediate v values. For this reason, we wish
first to focus our analysis on the data determined for electrode CCF1.

In each extreme scan rate range the oxidation of dopamine at elec-
trode CCF1 revealed a kinetic behavior coherent with a limiting pro-
cess dominated by electrochemistry in adsorbed film. This suggests
that at least two domains with different surface areas, Al or h , and dif-
ferent dopamine surface concentrations, �l or h , where the subscripts
l or h stand for ‘low’ or ‘high’ scan rate, respectively, contribute se-
quentially as a function of time. Note that considering the co-existence
of different types of nanodomains randomly distributed on the elec-
trode surface is consistent with the internal structures of etched PAN
carbon fibers (see Experimental section). Indeed, etching procedures
are then expected to expose different types of carbon surfaces (com-
pare the wide panel of surfaces morphologies evidenced in the SEM
photographs shown in Figures 1b–1e) whose chemical and electronic
structures, hence their electrochemical properties, must differ.31–34 Ev-
idently, one cannot exclude that more than two types of nanodomains
are involved. Yet, at this stage, a model restricted to two nanodomains
is sufficient to delineate a theoretical ground on which more complex
situations may be elaborated whenever required (see below).

Within this first approximation, the current peak variations in the
low scan rate range may then be formulated as:39

[
i p
corr (v)

]
v<100 V.s−1 = �l Alv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[2]

with n = 219 and α = 0.36 as deduced from the E p
i R−corr(v) vs. logv

variations in Figure 4. Conversely, in the high scan rate one, one has:
[
i p
corr (v)

]
v>2 kV.s−1 = �h Ahv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[3]

Note that in Eqs. 2 or 3 we use a factor n rather than n2 because
the two electrons are not transferred simultaneously but sequentially
through a ECEC square-scheme mechanism60 in a sequence of two
independent single electron transfer steps,19 each one being followed
by an acid-base reaction.61

Within this framework, only the small population of �h Ah ad-
sorbed dopamine molecules may be electroactive at high scan rates,
giving rise to the small slope of the linear variations of i p

corr(v) vs. v
(Figures 5b, 5c and Table I). Conversely, the larger slope observed at
small scan rates (Figures 5b, 5c and Table I) indicates that a larger pop-
ulation containing �l Al ≈ 2.5 ×�h Ah adsorbed dopamine molecules
was involved as can be inferred from the relative slopes at low and high
scan rates in Figure 5b and Table I. Such a shift between populations

Scheme 1. Schematic mechanism describing the kinetic involvement of
dopamine molecules initially adsorbed on one type of non-electroactive carbon
sites.

cannot be ascribed to drastically different electron transfer rates or
thermodynamic constants since this would contradict the absence of
observable transitions in the E p

i R−corr(v) vs. logv variations39,43 (Figure
4). To the best of our knowledge, the only possibility that may account
for such behavior consists in considering that the first oxidation step
proceeded through the surface equivalent of a classical CE solution
mechanism62 as sketched in Scheme 1. Within this mechanism, only
a single population of dopamine molecules located on electroactive
sites (noted DAel

ads) is responsible for the whole electrochemical re-
sponse at all scan rates. However, depending on the scan rate, the
progressive depletion of DAel

ads molecules by their oxidation may be
compensated (v < 100 V.s−1) or not (v > 1 kV.s−1) by the migration
of another population of dopamine molecules (noted DAnon−el

ads ) that
were initially adsorbed onto non-electroactive domains.

At sufficiently small scan rates, the exchange between the two pop-
ulations is fully dynamic, so the oxidation of the electroactive DAel

ads

molecules continuously displaces the DAnon−el
ads

⇀↽ DAel
ads equilibrium

that regenerates them. At low scan rates, the whole set of adsorbed
molecules may then be oxidized irrespective of the electrochemical
activity of the domains on which they had adsorbed before the CV
scan was performed. Then, the total quantity of oxidized molecules in
this low scan rates range is �l Al = (1 + γ)�h Ah , so that:

[
i p
corr (v)

]
v<100 V.s−1 = (1 + γ) �h Ahv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[4]

with γ = (�l Al − �h Ah)/�h Ah ≈ 1.5 for electrode CCF1. Con-
versely, when the scan rate gradually increased above 100 V.s−1 the
DAnon−el

ads
⇀↽ DAel

ads equilibrium displacement became less and less ef-
ficient up to the point when it resulted totally frozen (v > 2 kV.s−1 for
electrode CCF1). From this point, only the DAel

ads dopamine molecules
that were initially adsorbed onto electroactive nanopatches of the car-
bon surface may be oxidized during one voltammetric scan, hence:

[
i p
corr (v)

]
v>2 kV.s−1 = �h Ahv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[5]

Would the ratio kb/kf in Scheme 1 had a significant value one
should observe a significant shift in the E p

i R−corr(v) vs. logv varia-
tions reflecting the change in global thermodynamics occurring in
phase with the transition between the two current limits. Indeed, the
thermodynamic oxidation potential of DAnon−el

ads would then be higher
than that of DAel

ads by (RT/F)ln(1 + kb/kf ),62 and possibly result
in the development of a second oxidation wave.21 Figures 3 and 4
do not provide any evidence for such behavior so it is inferred that
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kb � kf . In other words, when a fresh CCF1 electrode is dipped into
the solution, dopamine adsorbs most favorably onto the electroactive
nanodomains compared to the non-electroactive ones. This is rather
consistent with the fact that adsorption of catecholamines onto carbon
materials is generally assumed to involve supramolecular binding to
oxidized carbons moieties, viz., is facilitated at the edges or defects
of basal planes, i.e., at areas where electron transfers seem also to be
facilitated.21,29–32

The time course required to reach the current peak during one
voltammogram is approximately θ ∼ RT/Fv.63 Thus, during this
time duration θ the depletion of the initial DAel

adsmolecules may be
compensated by the progressive migration and subsequent oxidation
of a quantity q(θ) = γ�∗ A∗ × f (θ) of DAnon−el

ads molecules ( f (θ) is an
appropriate kinetic term characteristic of the kinetically-controlled
migration process taking place between the randomly dispersed
nanodomains structures). In the absence of other information on
the nature of the surface migration kinetics, and assuming that the
nanodomains of different types are numerous and distributed statis-
tically over the electrode surface (compare Figures 1b–1e), we limit
ourselves to the simplest kinetic equation that may apply under such
circumstances. This amounts to assume that the diffusional equivalent
of the Newton and Kelvin law of cooling applies, i.e., that diffusional
equilibration within each type of nanodomains is much faster than
exchanges between adjacent ones.64,65 This leads at each instant
to the fast setting of a quasi-steady state inside each nanodomain,
so that f (θ) = [1 − exp(−kfθ)].64,65 It follows that to describe the
current peak intensity at a given scan rate one may consider that the
electrochemical system behaves as if it initially consisted of a single
domain containing �h Ah{1 + γ[1 − exp(−kf RT/Fv)]} oxidizable
adsorbed molecules irrespective of the fact that only �h Ah of them
were initially adsorbed onto electroactive nanopatches before the
voltammetric scan was initiated. In practice the kinetics of DAnon−el

ads
molecules migration may be more intricate, e.g., involving radial or
cylindrical diffusion according to the exact nanodomain shapes and
their imbrication onto the electrode surface,41,66,67 thus leading to
more complex formulations of f (θ). Yet, in the absence of specific
information, we decided to limit ourselves to the above quasi-steady
state approximation in the following.

Interestingly, one should note that while a CV wave is monitored
beyond its current peak the time scale θ keeps increasing and may
reach values equal to several times RT/Fv along the CV descending
branch. Therefore, unless it was already almost complete at the level
of the CV peak, the amount of DAnon−el

ads molecules that may migrate
and be oxidized onto the electroactive areas progressively increases
while the descending branch of the voltammetric peak is displayed.
Such progressive displacement of the DAnon−el

ads
⇀↽ DAel

ads equilibrium
along the CVs descending branches perfectly justifies the fact that
over the range of scan rates featuring the transition between the two
limiting linear behaviors (100 V.s−1 < v < 2 kV.s−1, Figure 3) the
CV waves displayed features reminiscent of diffusional processes and
not the classical bell-shapes expected for processes undergoing in
adsorbed phase.39

Finally, it is interesting to contrast this mechanism in regards of
the ca. 2.5 factor found between the solution resistances determined
through impedance assuming a simple RC circuit and that determined
theoretically as noted in the Experimental section. Indeed, a ran-
dom distribution of nanodomains of different electroactivities at the
electrode surface cannot be considered as leading to a classical RC
formulation. This would require a good homogeneity of the surface
electroactivity. Conversely, a random distribution of nanodomains im-
plies a collection of RC elements acting in parallel and whose global
outcome cannot be described by that of a single RC circuit.68,69 Fur-
thermore, the nanometric curvatures of the electric field toward the
electroactive domains impose local constrictions of the current tubes
so that the global solution resistance results drastically larger68 than
would be predicted for a totally active conical electrode. Though this
fact cannot be taken as a proof of the nano-heterogeneity of the CCF
surface electroactivity, its coherence with our assumption is worth
mentioning.

Scheme 2. Schematic mechanisms describing the kinetic involvement of
dopamine molecules initially adsorbed on two types of non-electroactive car-
bon sites.

Let us now discuss the behavior of electrode CCF2 based on the
rationale developed for CCF1. Indeed, not only this behavior does not
differ from that of electrode CCF1 as significantly as it may appear,
but its analysis will help refine the simple two-nanodomain model
elaborated for rationalizing the data relative to electrode CCF1. The
transition between the two domains occurs sooner and over a shorter
range (ca. 90 V.s−1 < v < 200 V.s−1, Figure 5d) for CCF2 than
CCF1 while reaching a more important limiting value of the i p

corr(v)
vs. v slope in the high scan rate range (viz., 0.16 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1 vs.
0.11 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1, compare Table I). The only drastic difference in
behavior between the two electrodes is thus related to the fact that for
CCF2 i p

corr(v) undergoes a second non-linear transition above 1 kV.s−1

while this was not the case for CCF1 (compare Figures 5c and 5d).
These results allow implementing further our initial rationalization

of the behavior of electrode CCF1. Indeed, one may consider that
the rather long transition between the two linear limits observed
in Figure 5c features a sequence of two transitions involving an
intermediate linear stage delineated by the dashed red line in Figures
5b, 5c whose slope (0.18 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1) is almost identical to
that observed for electrode CCF2 over the same scan rate range
(0.16 ± 0.01 nA.s.V−1). This can be easily accounted within the
above mechanistic framework through considering the co-existence
of two populations, DAnon−el,1

ads and DAnon−el,2
ads , containing respectively

γ1�h Ah and γ2�h Ah dopamine molecules initially adsorbed onto
two non-electroactive domains, both prone to regenerate the oxidized
DAel

adsmolecules within different time scales imposed by their
corresponding rate constants kf,1 and kf,2 with kf,1 � kf,2. This
involves two parallel or sequential CE sequences regenerating DAel

ads
molecules similar to the single one sketched in Scheme 1 (see
Scheme 2). Hence, during one voltammogram, the whole system
behaves as if it would initially consist of a single domain containing
�h Ah{1 + γ1[1 − exp(−kf,1 RT/Fv)] + γ2[1 − exp(−kf,2 RT/Fv)]}
oxidizable dopamine molecules. Then, one expects to observe two
transitions separating the three i p

corr(v) vs. v linear regimes:

i p
corr (v) = (1 + γ1 + γ2) �h Ahv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[6]

within the smallest scan rate range (i.e., v < 100 V.s−1 for electrode
CCF1), followed by:

i p
corr (v) = (1 + γ2) �h Ah v × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[7]

in the intermediate scan rate range (i.e., 200 V.s−1 < v < 700 V.s−1,
for electrode CCF1), and ultimately by:

i p
corr (v) = �h Ahv × [

αnF2/ (2.718RT )
]

[8]

at higher scan rates (i.e., v > 2 kV.s−1, for electrode CCF1). From
the relative values of the slopes of i p

corr(v) vs v variations in Table I,
one deduces that γ1 ≈ 0.9 and γ2 ≈ 0.6 for electrode CCF1.

This mechanistic framework unifies the behaviors observed for
electrodes CCF1 and CCF2 showing that their apparent differences
stem only from slight differences of their respective γ1, γ2, kf,1 and
kf,2 parameters. Interestingly, the total quantity of adsorbed molecules,
viz., the (1 + γ1 + γ2)�h Ah values are similar for all four electrodes
as evidenced by the almost common initial slopes of the i p

corr(v) vs.
v variations at v < 100 V.s−1 (Figure 5, Table I). In fact, the only
drastic difference between CCF1 and CCF2-4 electrodes is that the
third asymptotic behavior in Eq. 8 is not observable for electrodes
CCF2-4, presumably, because it occurs at scan rates larger than those
investigated here.
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One may imagine that in a general situation the two/three-
nanodomain model elaborated above can be extended by assuming
the co-existence of a single type of electroactive nanodomains con-
taining �h Ah adsorbed dopamine molecules DAel

ads interwoven with
several non-electroactive ones, each one containing a quantity γ j�h Ah

of initially adsorbed dopamine molecules, DAnon−el, j
ads . Still assuming

a quasi-steady state kinetic control of the migration of DAnon−el, j
ads

molecules to replace the oxidized DAel
ads ones, this predicts a general

formulation of the current peak intensity i p
corr(v) dependence with the

scan rate given as in Eq. 9:

i p
corr (v) = [

αnF2�h Ahv/ (2.718RT )
]

×
{

1 +
∑

γ j

[
1 − exp

(−kf, j RT/Fv
)]}

[9]

Interestingly, Eq. 9 predicts that all conical electrodes of same
global surface area must behave extremely similarly at small scan
rates. This is coherent with the fact that the four CCF conical electrodes
investigated here displayed i p

corr(v) vs. v linear variations with almost
identical slopes in this time range (Table I; solid black lines in Figures
5b–5f). This reflects that in this range (v < 100 V.s−1) the dynamic
interchanges between all nanodomains are fast enough to allow all
adsorbed dopamine molecules to be oxidized via CE sequences such
as those in Schemes 1 and 2 irrespective of the electroactivity of the
nanodomain on which they initially adsorbed. Conversely, the exact
nature of the nanodomain surface areas and the surface dynamics of
the DAnon−el, j

ads molecules, hence the specific values of each set of γ j

and kf, j parameters pertaining to one given electrode, matter more and
more at larger scan rates.

Conclusions

This work has evidenced that even if the presence of nanoscale
heterogeneities of electroactive domains at carbon electrodes surface
has been known since the earliest use of carbon fiber electrodes for
measurement of catecholamines fluxes and concentration in brain,28,29

they have important dynamic consequences on voltammetric mea-
surements that have been ignored up to now (at least to the best of
our knowledge). However, these surface dynamic processes strongly
modulate the scan rate dependent relationships between concentra-
tions and current intensities on the in FSCV. In particular, the general
assumption that at fast scan rates current intensities scale linearly with
the scan rate may not be always correct.

This seems to justify the common practice of pre- and post-
calibrating high aspect ratio carbon fiber electrodes using FSCV con-
ditions identical to those used during measurements in the brain.36

However, the relationship between concentrations and current inten-
sities not only depends on the surface states and their distribution but
also on the time scale of all phenomena involved in each media (brain
or solution). During pre- or post-calibrations in solutions as was done
in this work the access of the dopamine to the electrode surface is
even, so the only time scales to consider are those of the FSCV wave-
form function.36 However, when the electrode is inserted in a brain
area where the distribution of releasing sites is not homogeneous37

one needs to envision the possible effect of another time scale re-
lated to the diffusion time of released molecules toward the carbon
fiber electrode.14 Indeed, owing to the fast dynamics evidenced in
this work, molecules initially adsorbed on nanopatches closest to the
release sites may migrate rather fast to cover sections of the electrode
located rather far away, thus allowing the whole surface of the elec-
trode to be loaded with neurotransmitter and not only the nanodomains
that are in close contact with the cluster(s) of releasing sites. Though,
as sketched in Figure 6, this necessarily imposes a subtle scan rate reg-
ulated interplay between the rates featuring the different diffusional
paths involved in bringing the neurotransmitter at the carbon fiber
electrode surface and the ensuing migration steps between the differ-
ent sites distributed on it. Hence, depending on the exact placement
of a given carbon fiber electrode in a non-homogeneous region of the
brain, this kinetic interplay may lead to discrepancies vis-à-vis what

Figure 6. Schematic representation of transport phenomena involving a neu-
rotransmitter detected at a large aspect-ratio carbon fiber electrode during pre-
or post-calibration36 in a solution of the neurotransmitter (A) or during an
in-vivo measurement (B) when the neurotransmitter is released within clusters
distributed in the probed area.37 In (A,B) transport to the electrode surface is
represented by dark blue arrows while migration between non-electroactive
and electroactive nanodomains intermingled on the carbon fiber surface is
represented by red curved arrows. In (B) the blue-colored domains figure the
release-active clusters containing a high synapses density while the surround-
ing less active brain tissue is indicated in light color. The texture of the carbon
fiber electrode symbolizes the interwoven nanodomains of different electroac-
tivity on which the neurotransmitter adsorbs.

may be inferred from pre- and post-calibrations. To the best of our
knowledge, this complex kinetic dimension has never been considered
before this work.
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